SUMMARY

The topic of the given paper is "Peculiarities of presser vice work in public authorities (the case of the press service work of the State Duma Committee of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation)".
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The objective of the research is to reveal peculiarities of the presser vice work of the State Duma Committee of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation in the sphere of building construction for Parliament center. The objective also includes giving recommendations for improving the quality of work.

To meet the objective it is necessary to complete the following tasks:
- to review definition of the term "press service" and the stages of development of press services of public authorities in Russia;
- to define the main objectives and goals of the work of the authorities' press service;
- to review the structure and organization principles of the press service of the State Duma Committee of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation in the sphere of building construction for Parliament center;
- to analyze the work of the press service of the State Duma Committee of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation.

Relevance of the topic for research. In the process of its policy formation and implementation any democratic state needs to maintain its relationship with the society based on mutual understanding and exchange of information regarding all of the most important aspects of life. That is why technologies used by the press service of public authorities are first of all aimed at building competent and defective relations which obviously requires high-qualified press services' staff.

The main aim of press service in public authorities is to arrange mechanisms of communication in society's political system for their extensive use in governmental policy.

Nowadays it is press service that represents the most common organizational structure responsible for communication between the authorities and the society.
Theoretical and practical relevance of the paper lies in the fact that the results create theoretical base for further research of the practices implemented by the press service of public authorities. The results of the given research can be used in teaching such vocational courses as "Modern press service", "Public relations". Suggested recommendations for improving the quality of press service's work can be implemented not only in practices of the press service of the State Duma Committee of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, but also in other governmental entities with corresponding adjustments.

The significance of this work projects is enormous, but only if not perfunctory, if they generate value for the society, through creative and professional approach. Analyzing practices of the press service of the State Duma Committee of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation in the sphere of building construction for Parliament center one can state the constant increase in the number of tasks that the press service's specialists need to cope with, which allows for more effective cooperation with mass media.

The rapid growth of technology development in the sphere of information support demands the certain level of proficiency of press service employees. However, it is important note that the press service employees are high-qualified specialists.

The structure of the paper is predetermined by the objective of the research and includes introduction, two chapters (consisting of two paragraphs), conclusion and reference list which contains 78 items. The total amount of pages is 64.